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Grasshopper's innovative AERA- vatorTM
is a better way to reduce compaction.

First to Finish...Built to Last

YOUR NEXT MOWER

Sports field managers know the benefits of reducing bulk soil compaction

include a softer playing surface, more resilient turf and better aeration.

Now there's a tool that lets you reduce bulk density right up to game day and

still have a playing field fit for world champs.

Grasshopper's front-mounted AERA-vatorm uses a powerful, penetrating

fracturing process to aerate and loosen soil texture without pulling messy

cores In fact, the AERA-vatorTM does a better job of uniformly aerating the

all-important root zone than any other comparable method. Grasshopper's

Ultimate Operator Station makes the AERA- vatortm more

efficient than you ever imagined. The front-mounted

reach insures that all corners and everything in between

get aerated and prepped for game time.

Because the AERA-vator" requires no prior irrigation and leaves no cores to

clean up, it greatly simplifies the planning process. It works in the hardest and

driest of soils, and the subsurface action maintains a healthy turf appearance.

When the team hits the field literally they will appreciate the softer density

and higher turf quality that will develop over the next days and weeks.

For details on Grasshopper's complete line of True Zr"" mowers, Large

Capacity Collection Systems and QuikConverterm Implement Mounting

System, call your nearby Grasshopper dealer today.
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The Grasshopper Company 0 P.O. Box 6371,0 Moundridge, KS 67107 U.S.A. 0 Phone: 316-345-8621 0 Fax: 316-345-2301
www.grasshoppermower.com 0 Ask for free video! c2000, The Grasshopper Company



Traction
on turf

By Andrew McNitt, Pennsylvania State University

Athletic-field managers can make a difference

ith the intro-
duction of
synthetic
turf in the
1970s, con-
cern over in-

i. playing-surface quality.

juries resulting from the condition
of athletic-field playing surfaces
became more intense. Researchers
began recording the number of in-
juries occurring on synthetic- and
natural-turf playing fields. Results

of these studies were highly vari-
able because playing-surface qual-
ity is affected by so many factors.
Natural-turf playing-surface qual-
ity depends on soil texture, soil den-
sity, soil-water content, turfgrass

species, cutting height
and level of wear.

In an early study at
Pennsylvania State
University, research-
ers examined 12 high-
school-football pro-
grams. They found
that 21 percent of the
recorded injuries in
games and practices
were either definitely
or possibly related to
the playing surface.
A follow-up study
showed that athletic-
field managers could
affect playing-surface
quality through man-
agement practices
that affect soil-water
content, soil density
and turf cover. Good
maintenance practices

Traction is an important characteristic of athletic turf. However, our understanding of turf traction is still in its and better soil and
turfgrass conditionsinfancy.
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provided softer fields. Drier soil, high
soil density and thin turf cover re-
sulted in hard surfaces, while core-
cultivated fields were noticeably
softer than non-cultivated fields. Prac-
tice fields were harder than game
fields, and high-wear areas were
harder than low-wear areas.

Measuring playing-surface
quality

To make playing-surface and in-
jury data useful, it is necessary to
characterize the playing surface in
question. Assessing playability and
injury potential requires a quanti-
tative method of evaluating playing
surfaces that accounts for complex
player-to-surface interactions. An
athlete interacts with a playing sur-
face in two general ways: falling on
the surface and player-to-shoe-to-
surface interactions. Surface hard-
ness and traction affect these inter-
actions respectively.

Hardness. The ability of the sur-
face to absorb impact energy cre-
ated by a player is its hardness.
Playing-surface hardness can affect
both player performance and player
safety and should not tend to either
extreme. A soft field may create
early fatigue in the leg muscles of
a player, while hard fields can be
dangerous in impact situations.

A device that measures impact
absorption is the Clegg impact
tester. This has become a useful
tool for evaluating the surface hard-
ness of athletic-field playing sur-
faces. Field managers, technical
representatives and consultants
have begun to use this device to
demonstrate the usefulness of par-
ticular maintenance practices and
construction designs.

In Europe, some researchers
have suggested that managers use
a system to evaluate soccer-field
playability that relies on hardness
and traction testing. The research-
ers developed the system using the
Clegg impact tester to measure
field hardness. To measure traction,
they mounted cleats on a steel disk,
weighted the disk with barbell
weights and rotated it with a torque
wrench. The researchers performed
these tests on numerous fields prior
to games and then questioned the
athletes about field conditions. Al-
though extremely broad, the Euro-

To adequately measure turf traction, it was necessary to invent a new devicePennfoot.

pean soccer system provides the
first quantitative standard for ath-
letic-field playability. However,
these numbers say little about the
safety of a field and a more detailed
understanding of surface traction is
necessary before researchers can
suggest even general safety stan-
dards.

Traction. The effect a playing
surface has on surface-to-shoe in-
teraction is termed footing. An ath-
letic-field surface should provide a
level of footing that benefits the

player's actions without causing
excessive stress to joints or liga-
ments. The term refers to surface-
to-shoe interactions of both
smooth-soled and studded foot-
wear. More specifically, the term
friction applies to smooth-soled
footwear while traction is rel-
evant to footwear having studs,
cleats or spikes to provide extra
grip. Because of the danger of
knee and ankle injuries to ath-
letes wearing cleated shoes, sur-

Continued...
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Before irrigation, Kentucky bluegrass and tall fescue had similar traction values. However,
wet conditions reduce traction on tall fescue more than on Kentucky bluegrass. Perennial
ryegrass had the lowest traction value in wet conditions.
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TRACTION ON TURF

face traction--the topic of this ar-
ticleshould be a primary concern
of athletes, shoe manufacturers and
field managers.

Researchers have developed
various methods to measure the fac-
tors relating to traction. Differences
among these methods include the
shoe-sole surface material, vertical
force, or loading weight, and
whether the test method measures
traction as the shoe sole rotates or
with linear movement across the
playing surface. The method that
can best simulate the interaction of
an athlete's foot in contact with the
surface should provide the most
meaningful measurement of trac-
tion.

At Penn State, we built a device that

would measure both rotational and
linear traction using actual athletic
footwear and realistic loading
weights. We named it PENNFOOT.
This apparatus measures traction
both linearly and rotationally using
different shoes and various loading
weights. We measured traction un-
der various conditions and found
that traction values differed by
turfgrass species, cutting height,
turf density, soil-water content and
shoe type.

Turfgrass species
We looked at the traction charac-

teristics of four cool-season turfgrass
species: Kentucky bluegrass, peren-
nial ryegrass, red fescue and tall fes-
cue. In this study, Kentucky bluegrass

TURFTRACTION-HARD TO GET A GRIP ON

Representatives of various fields relate a consistent theme regarding turf
traction: it isn't something they think about much.

Consistently, athletic turf managers relate that managing for overall turf
health provides good traction conditions.

Likewise, athletic-shoe manufacturers design shoes without much thought
to specific turfgrass varieties or conditions (aside from whether the turf is
artificial or natural). Instead, they allow athletes to cope with varying field
conditions by making shoes with replaceable cleats. When traction is poor,
players just install longer cleats. A problem that prevents shoe manufactur-
ers from producing shoes for specific turf conditions is cost. Specialized
shoes would be produced and sold in small quantities, raising their price to
a prohibitive level. Thus, shoe companies usually produce shoes designed
for specific sports rather than specific field conditions.

NTEP shear-resistance ratings probably are more representative of trac-
tion quality than other turf measurements. However, because of the number
of factorsbesides the turfgrass variety itselfthat affect traction, it is not
easy for turfgrass breeders to select varieties for traction, per se.

For similar reasons, you would be unwise to use shear resistance as the
primary criterion for selecting an athletic-field turfgrass.The ability to thrive
in your local climate and site-specific conditions is the first quality for which
you should look.

and tall fescue had greater traction
values than red fescue and perennial
ryegrass. Although tall fescue had an
average traction value similar to
Kentucky bluegrass, traction on
tall fescue was more variable than
on any other species we tested. This
may be due to the clumping growth
habit of tall fescue, suggesting that
maintaining stand density and uni-
formity for tall fescue may be even
more important to providing con-
sistent traction than it is for other
species. This is a notable problem
with tall fescue because of the ten-
dency of the plants to tiller in re-
sponse to injury. Under heavy use,
tall-fescue turf may become clumpy
and, possibly, more dangerous to ath-
letes. Thus, tall fescue may not be
the best choice for heavy-use fields.
Rather, use it in softball outfields and
general-use turf areas that receive
less concentrated wear.

While tall fescue and Kentucky
bluegrass had similar traction val-
ues over typical ranges of soil-wa-
ter content, wet soil conditions af-
fected Kentucky bluegrass less
than other species we tested. This
may, in part, be due to the rhizoma-
tous growth habit of Kentucky
bluegrass.

Perennial ryegrass and red fes-
cue had significantly lower trac-
tion values than Kentucky blue-
grass and tall fescue. However,
relative to other species, perennial
ryegrass establishes quickly, pro-
viding good early wear resistance.
This compliments the traction and
recuperative ability of Kentucky
bluegrass. Thus, perennial ryegrass-

Continued...
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Tall fescue tends to tiller and become clumpy in response to injury. This can create unsafe footing inhigh-wear locations.
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They're it ttng:
roots all over...

"Seven weeks after it was laid, our
TifSport bermudagrass had put down
roots 10 to 12 inches deep thanks to
Launch® applied every four weeks.
When the NFL inspected our field they
couldn't believe a rain game was
played only a day before! We're using
Focus® this fall to maintain our turf
condition."

Terry Porch
Tennessee Titans

&T.,.-Fga,
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"I put Launch® up against another
biostimulant I was using and the first
thing I noticed was an extra two
inches of root growth. Recently, the
team held a grueling two-hour
practice with the offense really
pounding a concentrated area.
Afterwards, I checked the turf and
couldn't even see where they practiced."

Dale Wysocki
Minnesota Vikings

"Due to stadium construction, portions
of our field were sodded only a week
before the opening game. I applied
Launch® and the sod was knit down
and playable. The massive root
development I get with Launch enables
me to maintain my entire bluegrass
field at 1.25 inches mowing height. I
haven't had to use a lot of fungicide,
and it really gets hot down here in
the stadium."

Trevor Vance
Kansas City Royals
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"'TRACTION ON TURF

Kentucky bluegrass mixes are popu-
lar with many athletic-field manag-
ers.

Bermudagrass is a favorite
warm-season species of many field
managers, especially those of sand-
based fields. Bermudagrass pos-
sesses high recuperative ability,
and its stolons and thatch add sta-
bility to the naturally unstable sand,
creating a good base for cleat pen-
etration. Zoysiagrass also has fa-
vorable traction qualities, as well as
excellent wear resistance, but recu-

ci

perates from injury slowly. Turfgrass
breeders are working towards improv-
ing zoysiagrass in this respect.

Unfortunately, we still have a great
deal to learn about the differences
among turfgrass species. This is partly
due to a lack of research but also be-
cause so many other factors affect trac-
tion. Therefore, it is difficult to de-
termine which effects result from the
turfgrass variety itself. Clearly, we
need more traction research on
turfgrass species and varieties, as well
as the variability that exists from area

A

Great Fields Get Noticed.

Turfco offers you a strong team of turf building equipment. They're the fastest and most
versatile equipment to let you build hardier and healthier turf. Your sports fields become
safer to play on and become easier to maintain. Originators of Mete-R-Matic® top dressers
in 1961, Turfco's professional equipment gives your field a look that gets noticed.

Pro Turf Edger
Special design makes it
easy to follow any edge.
Eliminates spade work
around the diamond.
Oscillating blade action
cuts fast and clean. Leaves
no mess or no thrown
debris to clean up.

Economy Aerator
Now you can afford to breathe
life into any sports field. This
low cost, 62" aerator has no
hydraulics or mechanical
linkages for easy use and low
maintenance. Hooks up to
any vehicle in seconds.

Precision Top Dresser
Fast, uniform, versatile.
Patented chevron belt lets
you handle top dressing,
lime, crumb rubber, gypsum,
calcine clay, compost and
even overseeding with
precision. Level fields and
amend soil consistently.

For details and the name of your local dealer, call

1-800-679-8201
Turfco Manufacturing Inc.
1655 101st Avenue Northeast
Minneapolis, MN 55449-4420

Choice Performers,
Choice Fields.
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to area on athletic fields.

Cultural practices
Cutting height. Athletes often ex-

press the opinion that they experi-
ence greater traction on lower-cut turf.
Some speculate that longer grass
blades interfere with cleat penetra-
tion, leading to a reduction in trac-
tion. We found that maintaining turf
at a cutting height of 1.5 inches re-
sulted in consistently higher traction
than turf maintained at 2.5 inches, re-
gardless of species. However, we also
measured traction on tall fescue be-
fore and after shaving off the leaf tis-
sue and we found no difference in trac-
tion values relating to the presence
or absence of leaf tissue. Thus, it ap-
pears that traction relates more to turf
density than simply to height of cut.
Turf maintained at a lower cutting
height has higher density than turf
maintained at a higher cutting height.
Remember, however, that excessively
short mowing weakens the stand and
dramatically lowers turf density and
traction. Thus, close mowing is not a
guarantee of higher traction and must
be high enough to sustain good turf
health and density.

Step down mowing height be-
fore the start of the playing sea-
son early enough for the stand to
adjust its density at the new mow-
ing height. For example, if you
have been cutting turf at 2.5
inches, you will not increase traction
by mowing at 1.5 inches just prior to
a game. Further, the shock to the
plants probably will increase the
chances of plant injury and thinner
turf. Obviously, you should avoid this
because exposed soil and thin turf
provide the worst traction of all.

Also allow adequate time when
you step up the cutting height. A
good practice for fields that re-
ceive little summer usesuch as
schools that recess for the sum-
meris to incrementally raise
mowing height as summer ap-
proaches; a practice that helps
turf tolerate summer heat and
drought. Then, as fall nears,
gradually drop the cutting height
back down over several mowings,
rather than all at once.

Soil and water. Soil quality affects
traction several different ways. For

9
Continued on page SFMG 15
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We did improve
some features on
our 750 lb. capacity Estate Spreader!
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Improved design provides a more uniform
fertilizer pattern and makes possible
more concentrated seeding.
Adjustable fan and blades provide a more
accurate spread pattern.

O Slide adjustment for hopper.

Large agitator.
O Easy one step adjustable rate setting.
O Remote On-Off engaging lever.

UHMW door for easy operation.
Removable tongue for easy transport.

O 304 Stainless Steel Construction.

We also offer a 2-3 ton Combo Fertilizer-Lime-Sand
Spreader as well as a 4 ton Fertilizer Spreader.

For more information,
options and prices call us
TOLL FREE 1-800-643-4266
Visit our website: www.adamsturfequip.com
Email: adams@adamsfertequip.com
Fax: (870) 946-4396
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Portable Conveyor
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Low Profile 2 Ton
Fertilizer Spreader

FERTILIZER EQUIPMENT
Manufactured by INDUSTRIAL IRON WORKS, P.O. Box 628 Highway 1, DeWitt, Arkansas 72042



Art
exhibit

focuses on
mowing
patterns

By David R. Mellor,
Milwaukee Brewers
Baseball Club

he aesthetics of a lovely mow-
ing pattern can enhance any
turfgrass area. From sports
turf to landscaped turf areas,
you can dress up any of them
with a little creative thought.

As beautiful as these patterns can be,
however, few people outside of the
grounds-maintenance profession probably
appreciate the design and technical chal-
lenge that goes into getting a pattern from
paper and onto a field. That is, until now.

In fall 1996, to my surprise, Elizabeth
Diller of the New York firm,
Diller & Scofidio, contacted
me. She described how her
firm was organizing a touring
art exhibit titled, "The Ameri-

I 7

can Home Lawn: Surfaces in
Everyday Life." Her firm had
seen TV highlights of base-
ball games and noticed the
patterns on the Milwaukee
(Wis.) Brewers Baseball
Club's field. She asked me to
send her some photos of pat-
terns we'd designed for the
field. After reviewing the
photos, the firm's Gwynne
Keathley asked if I would be
willing to photograph pat-
terns during the '97 season to

Any grounds manager who's gone to the trouble to mow a
pattern into a client's lawn can appreciate the work that goes

into it. Now the rest f the public can appreciate it too.

10 SPORTS FIELD
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include as part of the exhibit. I enthusiasti-
cally accepted.

Achieving our designs
Each design involves different chal-

lenges and needs individual strategies.
We stress attention to detailing our en-
tire turfgrass-management program. A
healthy, actively growing turfgrass is a
must for each design. And safety and play-
ability of the field always come first. Only
after we've ensured that we've met those
aspects do we consider the aesthetics. Af-
ter all, a design pattern should not affect
the play of the gameonly enhance the
viewing of it. I feel it is important to en-
hance a fan's visit however possible and
that a beautiful pattern adds to the aura



of our facility. I hope
that when a fan sees
our field in person or
on TV, the pattern adds a
little to his or her enjoy-
ment of watching the
game, and they remem-
ber the beauty as an
added bonus.

Our office often gets
phone calls from across
the United States and
Canada asking if we
achieve the designs
with paint, different
types of grass or even
different cutting
heights. Actually, as
most grounds managers
already know, we
achieve the look simply
by using reel mowers
with rollers, which bend
the grass in the direc-
tion the mowers travel.

To begin each design,
I think of the 100,000
square feet of our field's lush, dark-green 90-percent Ken-
tucky bluegrass/10-percent perennial-rye mix as an over-
sized art canvas. Design ideas are always flowing among
the staff, too, and we initially draw up the designs on the
computer, though sometimes designs come in via a sketch
pad or scrap of paper. Occasionally, we simply create a
design by "eye" while mowing.

Sometimes an idea on paper doesn't work on the turf.
A pattern needs to be pleasing to the eye, yet not too
time- or labor-intensive. Plus, as I mentioned, we take
extra care not to harm the turfgrass. Some designs are
quite complicated and, to keep sections or lines exactly
the same width, we use a tape measure and line strings
for precision.

Mowing in patterns offers not only aesthetic results
but agronomic ones too. This is because it is impor-
tant not to mow the same direction every time. If you
do, the grass blades start to lay down in that direction
and can become stressed and weak. By designing a new
pattern each time you mow, you not only improve the
health of the turfgrass, you add a pattern that is pleas-
ing to the eye.

Photographing for the exhibit
We photographed each pattern using a 17- to 24-mm

wide-angle lens from two directions. We used a 24-
mm setting for a view from the upper deck, directly
behind home plate on the center axis. We photographed
another view from our mascot's home "chalet" in cen-
ter field at a 17-mm setting.

I photographed some of the patterns. Jill Stoltz, pho-
tographic intern, took others, along with team photog-
rapher Joe Picciolo's help and guidance.

In the exhibit, each slide was cropped identically.
The images were then projected onto a large wall dur-

12

ing a 26- to 28-slide presentation. Each image di ssolvde
into the next one as they appeared on the wall.

Seeing the exhibit
The exhibit included five sections, one of which

focused on sports turf. Other parts of the exhibit
featured golf courses and parks. It opens at
Montreal's National Art Institute of Canada for a 3-
month run, and was sponsored by the Canadian Cen-
ter for Architecture. After its Canadian exhibition,
it toured four to five museums in the United States
for 2 to 3 years.

While some may think groundskeepers "just cut the
grass," much more is involved in an overall turfgrass-
management program. With million-dollar athletes on
the field, we stress attention to every detail to ensure
a "field of dreams." Patterns are just a small fraction of
the tasks we perform. However, patternswhether
complex or basicdo take a special skill and touch
to be done really well. When completed, they are an-
other way to enhance the atmosphere at the ballpark.
After all, when the fans walk to their seats, one of their
first views is of the field. I feel it is important to make
that moment memorable by letting the baseball dia-
mond shine with a special design. We try to give a
different meaning to the term "lawn art." SFMG

David R. Mellor is grounds manager of Milwaukee County Stadium (Milwaukee, Wis.).

The author wishes to gratefully acknowledge the continuing support of his supervisor,
Gary Vanden Berg, in addition to Allen H. Selig, Milwaukee Brewers CEO/president and
interim Major League Baseball commissioner; Wendy Selig-Prieb, Brewers vice president
and general counsel; and Laural Prieb, Brewers vice president of corporate affairs. In
addition, he notes the hard work of the entire grounds crew, in particular: Kirt Bakos, Kris
Wodzinski, Joe Vopal and Sean Mantucca.
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valuating
an outdoorathletic facility

By H.L. Portz

Do you have a problem with your sports field?
Here's a form you can use to help find out

just what is wrong.

V hat a terrific field!"
You've heard it be-
fore and probably
have said it yourself.
Whether we're spec-
tators, players or tele-

vision viewers, we judge the field conditions. And the man-
ager of that sports facility usually gets blamed for poor qual-
ityunless mother nature has recently unleashed her fury.

What's the problem?
Those in chargethe owner or superintendent, the game

manager or the maintenance crewneed to identify the

problem(s) so they can correct and improve the situation.
Is it physicalthe site, soil or poor drainage?
Is it culturalthe wrong turf species, poor establish-

ment or maintenance practices?
Is it useheavy traffic, overuse, wear or misuse?
Is it moneylack of or mishandled?
Or is it management? Often, this is the real key.
To better evaluate athletic facilities, I developed a site

evaluation for patterned after a form I used in turfgrass
management classes at SIU-C and a turf-site evaluation
form Kent Kurtz uses at Cal PolyPomona. The form,
"Site and program evaluation of an outdoor athletic fa-
cility," accompanies this article. If you have a problem
athletic field, why don't you try using the form?

SITE AND PROGRAM EVALUATION OF AN OUTDOOR ATHLETIC FACILITY

Date Evaluator

I. DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

A. Major athletic activity

B. Administrative unit

Other

C. Address/location

D. Contact person Telephone

II. SITE AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

A. Physical site characteristics and problems:

1. Site size Description (sketch on separate sheet)

2. Soil physical properties: Soil type

Soil texture Soil structure

3. Soil chemical properties: pH

Other tests (C.E.C., etc.)

4. Drainage: Percent slope (crown) Tile Other

Current drainage problems

12 SPORTS FIELD
management guide September 2000 13



5. Compaction: Compacted layer

Water infiltration problems

Modification needed

6. Playing surface condition (infield, outfield, etc.)

B. Cultural and maintenance practices:

1. Turfgrass species and cultivars (if known) and % of each

0/0

%

Total coverage of desirable grasses

2. Date and method of establishment

3. Current weed(s) species or kind and % coverage

Broadleaf

Grassy

0/0

0/0

4. Condition of turfgrass (disease, wear or other problems)

Past problems

Present

5. Renovation and reseeding practices

6. Fertilization and liming

Liming history and present program

Fertilizer applied Application date Application rate

7. Mowing schedule (note variation in season or area)

Season Height Frequency Equipment used

Continued...
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EVALUATION FORM

8. Cultivationlist type, i.e., aerification, slicing, dethatching, topdressing, etc., regularity
and equipment used

9. Irrigation practices

10. Pest problems (disease, insect, weed, rodent) and controls

Type of problem Remedy (pesticide) Rate used When applied

C. Use:

1. Major activity Intensity

Other

2. Use conditions (too wet, overuse, etc.)

D. Budget for field maintenance:

1. Current 2. Future

3. Planned improvements

4. Problems

E. Management:

1. Site (Note joint usage, maintenance responsibility, etc.)

2. Program and responsible individuals

III. RECOMMENDATIONSsite, soil, turfgrass culture, use and management:

Dr. H.L. Portz served as professor emeritus at Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale. SFMG
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TRACTION ON TURF
Continued from page SFMG 8

-instance, soil that is too wet provides little stability,
but soil that is dry tends to inhibit cleat penetration.
Thus, drainage properties greatly affect traction. An-
other example is sandy soil, which does not have the
integrity of more finely textured soils. Anyone who
has spent time at the beach already understands that
the best traction is not in dry sand but on the moist
sand at the waters edge, where the sand is firmest.
By drying out their sand-based fields before a game,
some field managers actually reduce traction. This
illustrates the need for turf managers to understand
their soils.

Not only does soil affect traction directly (with
penetrating cleats, for example), it also affects an-
chorage for turfgrass roots. An interesting example
of how this can affect traction occurred on the prac-
tice fields of the San Francisco 49ers. At one time,
these fields were Kentucky bluegrass, it was diffi-
cult to keep out annual bluegrass. Because these are
sand-based fields, foot traffic easily dislodged the
weakly rooted annual bluegrass, leaving exposed soil
and poor field conditions.

The 49ers have since replaced the Kentucky blue-
grass with bermudagrass, and this seems to have
solved the problem. Bermudagrass' dormant period
allows more aggressive weed-control measures
against the annual bluegrass. The bermudagrass is
mowed at I inch; any lower than this results in ex-
cessive turf damage.

Fortunately, soil-moisture levels favorable for
growing turf are usually within a range that provides
good traction as well. In fact, most management prac-
tices that encourage turf health have a positive ef-
fect on traction, either directly or indirectly. Proper
irrigation and fertility management increase turf
vigor and recuperative ability; aeration decreases
soil compaction and aids water infiltration; and
overseeding promotes good stand uniformity and
density. This leads to a point of major importance:
Regardless of variety, healthy turf provides higher
traction than a weak stand. Thus, good cultural prac-
tices and well-adapted turfgrass varieties should be
the primary concerns of the athletic-field manager
who wants to maintain good traction.

Creating a standard
Our understanding of playing-surface quality is still

in its infancy. Hopefully, standardized tests that corre-
late well with athletes' subjective assessment of play-
ing surfacesas well as their actual perfor-
mancewill emerge. It would then be possible to
develop guidelines for proper construction and
maintenance procedures to help the athletic-field
manager provide a playing surface that maximizes
player performance while minimizing the risk of
injury. SFp G

Andrew McNitt is a turfgrass extension associate at the Pennsylvania State University,
University Park.
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When you need turf equipment that will
perform like a champ, look to Gandy
Company. Golf superintendents and
professional grounds managers have
been using Gandy equipment to make

sports areas championship ready since
1936. Our team of turf products is

manufactured to exacting stan-
dards with materials that stand
up to weather and corrosion.
They've been tested on major
courses under the toughest
conditions imaginable.

The Gandy line of turf equip-
ment includes core, knife and

spike aerators, broadcast spreaders,
drop spreaders, field groomer, single and gang
lawn rollers, dethatcher/overseeder, Sweep
Master® turf brush, and land measuring wheels.

Gandy. It's a winning name you can trust.
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